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Welcome to the first edition of the on-line "Journal of Transpersonal Research ©" published in July,
2009.
This initiative comes from the field of academic psychology to cover a series of gaps in area of
transpersonal study.

This journal seeks:

1. - To reclaim the serious and scientific investigations that birthed the transpersonal discipline,
thereby strengthening the term "transpersonal".
2. - To increase the generation of experimental and empirical research in the areas of transpersonal
psychology and psychotherapy.
3. - To increase research not only in the transpersonal discipline, but also in related disciplines.
4. - To further introduce transpersonal psychology to academic psychology through the journal’s
inclusion in national and international databases and directories.
5. - To publish the relevant research in Spanish.

It is important to mention that neither the editors nor the editorial board of this journal are responsible for
the content of the articles. The author assumes full content and copyright responsibility.
Every potential author seeking publication must follow the conditions specified in the website under
“Participation”.
The access to this journal is free and the publisher, reviewers and authors do not receive payment. The
journal is a non-profit entity and receives no funding from outside sources. However, donations are
needed to continue operating.
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It is very important to stress that even though the articles may be:





Theoretical or empirical investigation work
Reviews -critical discussions founded on one work being compared with another
Critical essays
Congressional articles

The special interest of this journal is to publish experimental and empirical research.

With all the effort made and love spent, we hope that this journal will be a useful tool for the field.
Román Gonzalvo Pérez
Vitor Rodrigues
Editors
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